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XETHBIXOTXCS 
Dairying it one of the major a^iemltnr&X enterprises In Massachusetts* 
One of the prerequisites of successful dairying Is an economical source 
of hi# quality forage* legunses are considered an important tmures of 
calcium which Is needed for healthy aaismls and production of milk. In 
Hew England the consistent production of hi# yield and quality forage 
requires scientific use of commercial fertilisers because the soils are 
generally lew in the major and minor elements* this is especially true 
for those forage plants which hare a growth habit requiring high for- 
tility levels such as ladlno clover and alfalfa. 
Xn a survey of fares using currently accepted fertility practices 
ftalrath et al (IS) reported that the analysis of hay showed “evidence of 
a lack of balance between oaldust and magnesium and potassium*1* the 
specific purpose of this investigation was to study the prubles of mla* 
talning stands of lodlno clover with enough X for good yields and a bal¬ 
anced mineral composition* When legumes absorb high concentrations of 
X (3 per cent or nor©), the anount of Ca Ug taken up will be necessarily 
lowered* However, the desired balance is a hi# Ca-% content with X 
ranging from 1*25 to 1*5 per cent* The difficulty in producing a forage 
of this eoE^osltloa is the tendency of 1©gomes to accumulate K in lumiy 
amounts. Xuacury absorption of X by plants as explained by Bear and 
Prince (2) is the “substitution of I for Os and % In the functions that 
are ecmcen to all three cations in the plant.*1 
The method of solving the problem was suggested by cation balance 
(2,7,16,20,21), anlou-oatIon ratio (12,1?), the relative mobility of X end 
Cs, and Khrenberg*s potash-lime law (5)# If the so© of the cations 
2 
approximates e constant, decreasing one will cause as increase in the others. 
Although X is more motile than Ca and %* increasing the C» or % content of 
the soil will bring about m Increase in 0& or % and a lowered X content in 
i 
the forage, This was mined up Vy 3&renberg in 1919 by his law* Gss •, 
X 
Furthermore, Bear end Prince in 1945 (2) masted that since the opt alee of 
Oa and X was at different rates in alfalfa* it would seem advisable to use 
0& and £ differently* i*«* apply a higher initial amount of Ca with sons X 
initially and S as needed thereafter* 
t ^ ft 
Hsus one procedure was to Increase the Ca~Mg in the soil* in m effort 
to present luxury absorption of X. A second method wm to apply sene X 
• . "t/T ' I 
initially and add snail increments as needed* A third method was to apply 
the X* Ca* and % in an exchangeable form as it was believed that the X 
would not be released by the cley micelle in large enough quantities to allow 
• -« » 
the plant to use it in luxury amounts* Xt was assumed that* In general* the 
requirement and growth response of alfalfa and la&ino clover to plant nutrients 
are similar* 
Xfnsnw psooxdobi 
A greenhouse pet experiment was conducted in which India© clover was 
grown on Kerr is ac fine sandy soil subjected to the following treatments t 
1* Various rates of exchangeable Ca and % as bentonites were combined 
with exchangeable X - bentonite In varying rate# and ratios as shown 
In table 3* 
* v f 
2* Various rates of Ca* Mg* and X were supplied as calotte* dolomite* 
and muriate of potash as shown in table 4* 
3* Tw© rates of dolomite and oalcito were added to soil# which had already 
received Ca* %* and X bentonites* These date are shown in table 5* 
4* Factorial Experiment I Composed of culture* containing calcit© and 
dolomite added to ©oil containing potassium bentonite compared with 
other culture* which contained On and Mg bentonite added to the soil 
and to which muriate of potash was added periodically in varying 
amount*, These data are shown la tabl# 6* 
Ob the 28th of December five stolen* of five different clone* of Iodine 
clover wore transplanted to glased porcelain pot* (without drains) contain 
l«g 3*000 gram* of soil* Treatment® were duplicated* Distilled water wa® 
• * 
need throughout the Harvest date* were Ihreh 28, April 26t 
tee 5* and July 6. The harvested clipping* were dried at ?0d C.t weired, 
and •tered for analysis. 
Soil from the A horizon of a Kerrtana fine sandy lew which had been 
out of cultivation about twenty years was used. It was acid in reaction and 
very lew In available plant nutrient* (table 1), 
Table I 
Some chemical characteristic* of soil used In this experiment 
Per cent ^yfiih^nwsable ©alio*** In n*o. tier 100 sell 
pH K H 
4,8 6.0 1.0 0.120 0.125 2.« t 3.3ft 
The effect of various line rate* on the pH of thlc soil was aetemined 
by nixing 380 &rma of sell with increasing momto of doles!tic liaeetone,. 
The soil wm watered frequently, said the pH was determined by & Bechama pH 
meter at interval* during a period of 270 days* The rate* md remtXUng 
‘pH nr© shown in table 2* 
* 
Sable a 
Soil reaction a* affected by varying applications of dclemlttc limestone* 
Treatment (pounds per acre) Resulting pH at end of 27O day* 
3,000 54 
6,000 ' «.5 
12,000 6.9 
18,000 7*2 
24*000 7.5 
^ icee^flSw^oW 1 and 20$f KgO#Fineness of liSe-il? tliron# 
SO-ceah and on a 50*m*«h, 2ljS throng 50-ia©*h and on a 100-mesh, and d8$ throu^h 
& 100-neeh* 
All pete received sup*rpho*phate (20 per cent a* the rate of 1000 
pounds per acre, supplying 0*5 »*•♦ of 0* per 100 grams of 0011* Boron, as 
*VVV wa* applied once at the mte of 20 pounds per acre# At frequent 
Intervale (W^J^BPO t ^plying H and P at the rate of 5*3 ptwmds and 13*5 
pound* per acre respectively, we* applied to prcisot# vigorous plant growth# 
A edification of Albrechts (l) colloidal clay culture procedure was need 
In preparing a series of sells which was labeled exchangeable or clay ©erlee* 
In thie Investigation the cation-bearing colloid vm mixed with the soil to 
produce a soil of a known base erchsnge capacity. Sydrogen bentonite (pH 2*0) 
was produced by electro-dialysing (13) a one per cent euspenseld of sodium 
bentonite (Wyoming) in a cell in which the hydrogen bentonite migrated to md 
was collected on a rotating ceronle drum# The hydrogen bentonite was titrated 
with calcium hydroxide., potassium lydroxide, md magnesium oxide* The ealciuas 
bentonite contained 5® of Ca per 100 grssas* the magnesium bentonite con¬ 
tained $S sue. of % per 100 grans i and the potassium bentonite contained 
56 n«e* of E per 100 grams. These clay* war© added by spreading the soil 
s 
and folding in weighed portion* This was allowed to ago until such time 
a* additional clay could bo added without puddling the soil* Cloy was 
added la this manner until the soil-clay mixture contained the desired 
amotmt of Cat Kg# and/or K la a*e. per 100 grams of soil (hereinafter the 
treatment* will bo identified as 2-l«*0.125f 4-2-0.125, ete.t aceording 
to the Ca-Mg-£ ratio in ».©. per 100 gram* of soil respectively a* shown 
in table 3)* 
Table 3 
* t 
Olay series cultures! exchangeable 0at %# and K-bentonitcs added to 
Ilerrlmao fine sandy loam and base exchange capacity of the clay series 
cultures used for growth of ladlno ©lover 
Treatment Bo* 
r 100 fim»* of soil Total 
B.B.O.* On % K 
1 1.5 0.12 0.125 3.84 
2 2*0 1*00 0.125 6.12 
3 2.0 1,00 0*250 6.34 
4 2.0 1.00 0.500 6.77 
5 
) 
4*0 2.00 0.125 u*0? 
6 4.0 2.00 0*250 n.30 
7 4.0 2.00 0.500 11.72 
8 6.0 3.oo 0.500 16.66 
9 8*0 4.00 0.500 21*83 
♦ B.I.8* refers to base exchange capacity per 100 grams of soil* 
/ 
4 
Soil mo also treated with varying rate* of lime and potash and labeled 
the lime series (table 4)* 
fable 4 
Xlae eerie* culture*t ancunts of dolealtic Itn© stone added Initially to 
Merrifflae fine sandy loan and the rate* of muriate of potash added periodically 
to the llm eerie* culture* used for growth of Iodine clover* 
Muriate ...of, nctash .added (sounds ner acre) 
treatment Dolomite added 
. Mbe.oeracre) . Initially 
After 1st 
...harf**|. - 
After 2nd 
,r .harvest. 
After 3*d 
harvest 
10 3f000 60 60 
11 6,000 60 60 
12 6,000 60 60 60 60 
13 12fOG0 60 60 60 60 
14 6,000 120 120 120 120 
15 6,000 240 120 120 
16 6,000 240 240 
17 3,000 240 240 
IS 12,000 240 240 
19 18,000 240 240 
20 12,000 120 120 120 120 
21 18,000 120 120 120 120 
22 24,000 120 120 120 120 
23 12,000 (CaS03) 240 240 
t 
Treatments Combining exchangeable soils with added amounts of llm 
are shown in table 5* 
fstol* 5 
Hates of calcttic and doloaitic limestone added to Merrimac fine sandy lea» 
containing known amounts of exchangeable Ca, %# and K. 
treatment 
so.. 
^changeable cations in n*e« lime added (pounds per acre) 
Ca t Calotte Selenite 
32 2.0 1.0 0.25 1035 1533 
33 2.0 1.0 0.25 2070 3885 
34 2.0 1.0 0.50 2035 1833 
35 2.0 1.0 0.50 20?0 3885 
% 4.0 2.0 0.25 20?0 3885 
37 4.0 2,0 0.50 2070 3885 
/ 
s 
Combinations of Cat tfg# end Z supplied as bentonite* sad dolomite, 
calotte, and muriate of potash wop# applied as shown la table 6. 
fable 6 
factorial cultures* various rates of nonexohangeablo c&lcitl© and deleeiitie 
ll&ostoae added to Merrl&aC fin© sandy loan containing exchangeable % *» 
bentonite and anounts of nenexohaagcable KOI applied periodically to ©oil 
containing exchangeable Ca and % bentonites 
El.e^..p&r 100 gratae of soil af sell op Ifct. mrmm 
Trc&tneat 
Ko. 
Ca R« Total * Included 
3 2 exoh. 1 each. 0*25 exoh. 0.125 originally In mil 
24 2 ©xoh. 1 each.. 0*25 KOI 60 £gO initially plus 60 
after 1st cutting 
27 2 nenexch. 1 mmexch* 0*25 oxch* 
3a 2 nosexeh* 1 nonexch. 0.25 SCI 60 KJ0 Initially plus 60 
after 1st cutting 
4 2 exeh. 1 exeh* 0*50 exeh. 
25 2 ©xch. 1 exeh. 0.50 HSl 2U0 KJ5 Initially pin* 128 
aft*rz2nd cutting 
28 2 aonexch# 1 nonexeh. 0.50 exch. 
30 2 nonexch* 1 nonexch. 0.50 soi 2JtO SO Initially plus 120 
af»erz2nd Cutting 
7 4 excfc. 2 exeh. 0*50 exeh. 
26 4 ©zch. 2 exch. 0.50 m 2A0 KjO initially pin* 120 
after^2nd cutting 
29 4 nonexeh. 2 nonoxch. 0.50 exch. 
31 4 aonexch. 2 noooxoh. 0.50 m 240 ILO Initially plus 120 
afterz2nd cutting 
9 
AHALYTICAl METHODS 
> 
The Xadlno clover was ground, in a micro-mill, and a weired sample 
was vet ashed and analysed for Ca, Mg, P, X, and 5a. The Caf Ha, and t 
eontents were determined by a Perkin-Elaer flame photometer (15) • Phos¬ 
phorus content was determined by Sherman* s (14) method and Kg content by 
following the procedure of Drosdoff and Hearpass (4). 
HESULTS 
. ItoauMustei 
The addition of Ca-Kg-X as bentonites to the soil increased the B.E.G.^ 
from approximately 4 to 6 to 11 to 16 to 21 m.e, per 100 grams of soil and 
produced a general increase In yield as shown in figure 1 and 1A. Forage 
grown on the soil of high 5.2.0. had nearly twice as much X as 6a, as did 
the forage grown cm the treatments containing low B.2,0. at the X rate of 0.50. 
However, the generally toward trend of yield was broken in these treatments 
which supplied Ca-Mg-K as 4-2-0.25 and 4-2-0.50. A possible explanation of 
the above composition and yield trends may be drawn from some theories of 
i - J ,i 
Mattson (9) set forth in the following paragraphs* 
The untreated replicates had low base exchange capacity, 3.84 m.e. 
(1.5 Ca, 0.12 Mg, and 0.125 m.e. X). Plant material containing 1.99 par cent 
Oa (vsry high), 0.15 per cent of Mg, and 0.65 per cent of X (very low) was 
produced by this soil. This untreated soil, the 2-1-0.125, and 2-1-0.25 
Ca-Mg-X treatments produced poor yields* The high Oa content of the forage 
agrees with Mattson*s theory that **.#. soils having a low exchange capacity 
should supply the plant relatively better with divalent than with monovalent 
cations.* 
K. . _ ,_.. . .. . __ 
1, In this investigation the amount of the acidoid was increased as the 
supply of cations increased. This brought about a higher concentration 
of aeidoid in contact with the plant roots. 
2. Average of all four outtings was used in this discussion. 
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1.5 2.0 2.0 20 4.0 4.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 
0.12 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
GMSt K 0.12 0.12 0.25 0.5 0.12 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.5 
TREAT. NO. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 34+ 
T with the addition of 1035 pounds of calcite and 1833 pounds of dolomite 
Figure 1. Clay series - the composition of ladino 
clover in percentages of Ca, Mg, and 1C and the yield 
of dry matter in grams per pot resulting from the 
application of Ca-Mg-Z-bentonites to Merrimac fine 
sandy loam. 
First cutting- 
Second cut ting o— 
Third cuttingx_ 
Fourth cut ting 4-- 
rtgan U 
Clay «ert«*t (Sawing the otfoet of UuueooooA Bsotanpasible ealelt*, aogooolSK, 
and potaotlw or. gTOVtbt 
Pot So. 2 Shook <1.5-0.13-0.125 On^K) 
Pot So. 7 6.77 b.b.c. (a-l-0,50 Ca-^e-s) 
?*t So. Ht 11.72 ».*, «. (4-a-O.JO Oa-Hg-K) 
Pot So. 18 21.0 8.2.0, (aJt-0.50 0«-%-K) 
12 
fhas, Mattson* s theory end the poor yield* (concentration affect) may 
account for the abnormal composition of the forage, 
Tho*« treatment* which supplied 6-3-0.50 and 8-4-0*50 Qa-Kg-X produced 
a soil with a high base exchange capacity of l6.l6 and 21,63 ia,e, re«peo- 
lively* Forage from these treatments contained approximately 2*33 per cent 
I (high)* 1*03 per cent Qa (low)* and 0.40 per cent %. Yield® were ®js- 
tremely high at these rates and ratio®* This composition may be explained 
by Mattson* a (9) statement that soils hl^i in S»S,C, should supply a higher 
proportion of iwncvalertt than divalent ions to the plant because the di¬ 
valent ions are held with greater energy than are monovalent ion® as the 
strength of the soil aoidoid (quantity) Is Increased* fhe high £ content 
of the forage from treatments (no®. 2, 3 and 4) In which the toils vers 
relatively low in B,£*C, (6 »*e. of which 0*50 was £} can beat be 
explained by the relative mobility of Qa-£ or their activity coefficients (19). 
Intermediate £*I*C* was produced by treatments 4-2-0*125 to 4-2-0*50* 
It has been stated (9) that within this intermediate range both monovalent 
and divalent cations will be taken up in nearly equal amounts* Yhe composi¬ 
tion resulting from those treatments varisd greatly Is per coat of Ca sad £. 
la this group of treatment* Increasing £ did not increase the yields* A 
possible explanation of this reversal in tread 1® that by changing from a 
low B.B.O* to a hl*h by means of adding more cloy increments to 
the soil* the acidold of the soil may have been approaching the strength 
of the acidold of the colloid® in the ladino clover roots* Since Mattson 
(9) has reported that the acidold of red clover roots is as high or higher 
then that of bentonite (cloy)* increasing the amount* of soil acidold may 
have caused It to approach un equilibrium with the Indian clover root acid- 
old* If equilibrium between clay and root acidold was approached, it may 
have caused the decreased growth* Yhte 1® reasoned from Mattson1® (9) 
statement that there can bo no e^alllhrlaa eetabllehed between the soil and 
i 1 
a growing plant* A simpler explanation my be that the C&*4% was too lew 
to balance that amount of K* 
* , 
fho data indicated that supplying Ca-%-1 a* bentonites at the 4-2-0* 125 
ratio produced the highest yield with the most desirable composition* cithers# 
the K content of the third and fourth cuttings was below the 0critical lim- 
t * , , 
its0 (2) for alfalfa* Field experlenee has indicated that the lodino ©lower 
alght perish at this level* especially If grass were Included* halt son {9} 
has shown that grasses will absorb relatively sore Jt and less Ca while 
legumes* with a stronger aeidoid* absorb greater amounts of Ca-% and less 
K - yet fairly large amounts of E are required for desirable legume yields* 
Frotf figure 1 It can. be noted that the X content of the ladiao clover 
generally decreased with each successive cutting* in agreement with results 
found by Bear- and Prince (2)* The reciprocal relationship between t and Ca 
(also % but to a lessor degree) was shown to be stellar to Ihrenberg's (6) 
potash-line law Sa » 
Although Hoser (10) found no ’’best0 0a-% ratio for optimal growth of 
plants and Hunter (6) reported that varying Cs-K ratio from 1-1 end up to 
and including 32-1 in soil increased the yield of alfalfa* the date presented 
la this discussion shows that certain Ca-Kg-K ratios produced acre ladlne 
* 
clover than others* However* In these treatments supplying exchangeable Ca* 
%* and K* no combloation used gave composition and yield which were con¬ 
sidered optimum. In conclusion* then* this method of preventing luxury con¬ 
sumption of t and at the seme time producing desirable yields by adding 
Increasing amounts of exchangeable Ca end %* did not accomplish the desired 
restate* 
Additional data calculated from figure 1 are shown in the following 
tables 7, 8* and 9* 
14 
fable 7 
fh© effects of various rates of exdiaageable <to?(^K>»be&te&ltee added to 
Herr toe fine ean&y lom on the total yield of ladlao clover la gro&e per 
pot and pounds per aero; the at 11 loqulvalente of Ca, %f and K per 100 wrasse 
of dry a&ttert and the total mllllequlvalenta of 0af %t and fc removed by 
four cuttings• 
treatment 
Ho* 
rosohan^seable eat 
a,e* oor 100 m 
Iona In 
ksa of aoll 
fetal yields2* 
dry natter 
n.e.^per 100 
03* • &*7 
setter 
fetal 
xn.e*ve 
removed 0a % K $a*/pot lbs*/A* 
1 1.5 0*12 0.125 6.50 4,333 128.4 8.35 
2 2.0 1.0 0.125 8.37 5,581 128.0 10.75 
3 2.0 1.0 0.250 9.65 6,435 130.8 12.62 
4 2*0 1.0 0.500 12.41 6,278 132*2 16.41 
5 4*0 2.0 0.125 12.66 8f44b 138.1 17.48 
6 4.0 2.0 0.250 11.95 7,234 149.0 i7.a 
? 4.0 2.0 0.500 11.76 7,834 136.2 16.02 
3 6*0 3.0 0.500 16.08 10f721 150.8 24.25 
9 8.0 4*0 0.500 17.52 11,689 142.2 24.92 
1. total t of all four cott! ln*« 
2* ©*©. of Ca# Hg# and % 
15 
t 
Table 8 
i/lC J®* of %• & *<Mr mittlsif «3^ret*a& a# «mie<mltalent» 
par 100 SMB* of dry plant Material as effeoted by rartons rates of 
Ca*Hg*4C~benteftit«# added to f'erricac fine eandy lom 
Treatment He* lei 2nd 3?d 4th cutting 
1 131.7 107.5 138.2 136.2 
2 124.0 102.5 136.9 132.2 
3 143*9 109.6 134*3 135.3 
4 153.3 130.5 149.5 135.3 
5 163.3 114.6 141.6 132.8 
6 173.1 129.6 149.7 143.5 
7 161,5 135.9 123.8 123.5 
8 178.0 147.0 130.6 146.9 
fable 9 
Ca* %* K by la&ino clover fro® Merr Isaac fine sandy loan as 
effected by various rates of C*W%*&»bentc&ltes 
Treataaeat 
He* 
-_Pounds oer acre ... . 
8a % Tr 
1 82,83 5.65 27.96 
2 77.58 27.8ft 38.18 
3 73.3ft 31.10 87.76 
4 71*22 36.20 208.17 
5 113.32 42.66 94.97 
9ft. 29 38.61 127.14 
7 66.83 3ft. 22 178.36 
8 105*95 44.54 237.88 
9 86.0ft 49.21 307.07 
17 
Hss.ls&rXm 
"reatasnta using 6,000 dolomite {in thl* series all applications were 
pounds per acre and hereinafter treatments will be referred to m 6,000 
dolonite, 120 X-O, etc*) with the following rates of K 0 produced thee® per** 
eentage# of K in Iodine clover (average of four cut tinge) calculated from 
figure 2t 
(a) 60 KgO initially and 60 K^O after each cutting 1*3? per cent 
(b) 120 EgO initially and 120 after each cutting 1*?3 per cent 
(®) 240 K^O Initially and 120 X^O after 2nd and 3rd cutting* 2*18 per cent 
(d) 24© IgO initially and 240 XgD after 2nd cutting 2*3? per cent 
The X content of Indian clover wee Increased as X^O wee Increased* Hencet 
on thi® coil with 6,000 dolomite luxury absorption of X can be prevented only 
by applying snail amounts of XgO initially and after each catting* 
Treatment® deelga&ted a® (a) and (b) above produced a hi*$a yield of 
forage with 1*54 and 1*50 per cent of Ca (high) reepectlvely* The % extent 
showed a similar trend (fig* 2)* Bear and Wallace (3) suggested that 60 XgO 
was the amount needed to produce one satisfactory cutting of alfalfa* The 
result® of thi* experiment agree with their findings; however, 120 XJ> 
(b above) would be recommended for a graes-ladino mixture because grasses are 
known to absorb more K than legume® a® explained by Hatteon* • root aeidold 
theory (see clay eerie®)• The above observations were based on the total 
of the f aojr euUlagm. . , 
la treatment® using 6, 12, 18, and 24,000 dolomite and 120 B^O initially 
and 120 Kg0 ^ter each cutting, the X content wa* generally below 2 per cent 
and the Oa content between 1,35 «aft 1*65 (fig. 3), These treatments pro¬ 
duced forage with a acre desirable (lower) X content than did treatment® 
using comparable lime levels with 240 E^O initially and 240 XgO after second 

+CaCO^ 
240 240 240 240 
240 240 240 240 
3 6 12 18 
17 16 18 19 
120 120 120 120 
120 120 120 120 
120 120 120 120 
120 120 120 120 
6 12 18 24 
14 2.0 21 22 
Figure 3* Lime series - the composition of ladino clover 
in percentages of Ca, Mg, and K and the yield of dry natter 
in grams per pot resulting from the application of various 
rates of dolomite initially and various rates of muriate 
of potash added periodically to Merrimac fine sandy loam. 
First cutting- 
Second cuttingo— 
Third cutting^_ 
Fourth cuttingjd—*. 
20 
cutting* Yield* were nearly equal for both group* of treatments* 
Wore lime was required to produce forage of a desirable composition 
when high and infrequent applications of 10 were used* This Is shown by 
comparing the forage produced by 12,000 and 6,000 dolomite at the same hl^h 
K^O rates (2*0 initially and 240 after 2nd cutting)* The 12,000 dolomite 
produced forage of more desirable composition (equal in Ca but lower in X) 
* * 
than 6,000 dolomite. The forage produced with 12,000 dolomite removed 
15 per cent less X than that with 6,000 dolomite* The yield was nearly i&en— 
* 
tic&l in these two treatments* For the farmer who wishes to use heavy, in- 
frequent applications of X because of labor cost, labor peaks, or wet soils, 
the higher rate of lime offers a real saving in X removal by the forage* 
The luxury absorption of X by treatments supplying 240 V and lower 
rates of lime (15* 16, 17, and 18) is shown In figures 2 and 3. With these 
treatment* the amount of X removed by the plant from the soil ranged from 
188 to 216 pounds per acre (table 12)* Generally, thi* was less X than was 
removed from the clays with 0*50 m*e* of X per 100 grams of *oil (table 9). 
These data show that nonexchangeable forms of lime with high Xfi applications, 
more effectively limited luxury absorption of X by ladino clover than did 
exchangeable forms of Ca-Mg with high rates of exchangeable X (table 9)« 
With the exception of a lower yield for calclte in the first cutting, 
there was no appreciable difference in yields produced by dolomite and cal¬ 
otte in this investigation. The composition was high in Oa and X but ex¬ 
tremely low in Mg (average of less than 0*1 per cent* Since the forage pro¬ 
duced on soil treated with this high calcltic lime showed no visible signs 
of Hg-deficienoy and produced good yield, the need for Mg is not apparent 
to the farmer without analyst*. Unless the farmer is certain that hi* soil 
contains sufficient available % to produce la&ino clover of good coapoei- 
tion and yield. It would be advisable for him to use a lining material con¬ 
taining %* $he mm of the cations in this tre&tnent shoved the cation 
constancy m was described by Van Xtallle (20, 21) (tables 10 and ll). 
the composition of ladino clover in percentages of €a, %, and Kf the 
ailliepuivalenta of 0a, Hg, and K per 100 grans of dry matters and the dry 
weight In gram* per pot; are shown in the appendix for the clay and line 
series for each cutting, Additional data calculated from figures 2 and J 
• * 
are shown la the following tables 10, 11, and 12. 
Table 10 
f rf ®S 0f d0l0B!itla Uwrtw added initially and nuriate of 
potash added periodically to Merrimac fine sandy loam on the total vie1* in 
pot andponna, per acre, the ailliequiralents of'Ca.'^ and K per lloLlfZ<* 
dry natteri and the total Billiequlralents of Ca, Kg, and X reaped by fonr^ttl^e 
Treat¬ 
ment 
Ho * 
tsb:—| 
mite 
added 
(lbs./a) 
- 1 
e)addad 
| Total yield 
1 iliw 
£.e,® per “Total- 
removed Initially 
after 1st 
harvest 
after 2nd 
harvest 
after 3r< 
harvest 
*. * 
1 gms 
pot 
lbs 
acre 
grains 
dry 
matter 
< 
10 
' r 
3,000 60 60 
4 , , { i 
11.72 7,817 151.0 17.69 
U 6,000 60 60 9.39 6,263 163.1 15.29 
12 6,000 60 60 60 60 14.14 9.431 
* 
161.0 24.73 
13 12,000 60 60 60 60 12.97 8,651 170.4 22.08 
14 6,000 120 120 120 120 15-39 10,265 162.1 24.91 
15 6,000 240 120 120 14.16 9,445 177.2 26.16 
16 6,000 240 240 13.6? 9,131 182.1 24.92 
17 3,000 240 240 11.28 7,523 175.7 19.73 
18 12,000 
* 
240 240 14.40 9,605 168.9 24.27 
19 18,000 240 240 12.66 8 hhh *•#1 "rV*f 190 . 9 24.04 
20 L2?0©0 120 120 120 120 l4*66 9,778 169.7 25.82 
21 L8.000 120 120 120 120 15.29 9,838 169.0 25.82 
22 *,000 120 120 120 120 14.73 9,825 173.4 25.53 
23 L2,000^ 240 240 13.38 8,924 174.6 23.33 
1 Total of all four cuttings 
2 14 . e« of Ga ^ Mg, and K 
3 CaC03 
23 
table 11 
The vm of 0af Kg, and K for each, cutting expressed as allXieqniv&lenta 
per 100 grams of dry pleat material as effected by various rates of 
doloraitic limestone applied initially and various rates of muriate of 
potash applied periodically to Herrle&o fine sandy loans 
. ..■.. . . .... «»■■■. 
treatment So, first %cend Third fourth cutting 
10 153.2 129.8 166,0 156.8 
U 171*9 1*3.6 198.0 177.1 
12 155.8 1*1.3 171*3 219.0 
13 191*2 161.7 195.9 215.1 
> 
lb 182.1 161.* 190.7 179.0 
■ t , 
15 171*9 154.8 179*9 202.2 
16 170.* 157.* 200.8 20*. * 
17 167.2 206.6 188.7 180.5 
18 152.5 1*5.0 171.* 171.3 
19 156.* 161.1 181.8 159.9 
20 163.5 1*3.1 197*9 170.2 
21 153.7 159.7 191.8 l66.8 
22 161.6 1*7.0 196.9 19*.8 
23 163.3 160.7 185.7 178.8 
2k 
?able It 
Caf Hg, and t tm&re& by l&dino clover from Herrlma© fine eaady leaa a® 
effected by various rates of dolomite applied Initially and muriate of 
potash applied periodically 
treatment 
Ho. 
. f»cmade oer acre 
Ca 
... *» £ 
10 133.7 43.0 50.8 
U 110,2 40.1 55.1 
12 145.2 56.6 129.2 
w 146,2 59.7 100.4 
14 154.0 53.4 177.6 
« 143.6 52*9 195.9 
16 134,2 53.0 216.4 
17 108.9 36.3 188.1 
18 135.4 56.7 188.3 
19 136.8 58.9 173*9 
20 143.7 58.7 I8O.9 
21 156.0 65.3 160.1 
22 153.2 62.9 167.0 
23 194.5 8.0 206.1 
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iSaohanemMa Ct»4to-K with adAttlanai lice 
* 
Oenerally* yields of ladlno clover were increased (a# much as 2,000 
potuade per acre) when both dolosite and ealoite were added to those soil* 
» « », , • f * ) * • 
which contained exchangeable Ca, Kg, and X aa cley additions {table 13)* 
The increased yield end the observation that the forage produced had a mere 
desirable eosnposition, (an increase of spproxlnute Jy 0*b per cent Ca and a 
similar decrease of 2), leads to the conclusion that the soil of the clay 
series was not balanced in Ga, %, and X* However, the lower lime rate, 
1035 calcite and 1833 dolomite* gave hi#er yields (1300 to 1500 pounds per 
acre more) than the high rate of lime, 2070 ealclte and 3665 dolomite. At 
the high lime rate X became a seriously limiting factor, doubling the ex¬ 
changeable K supply and increased the yields (table 13)* The increased Ca* 
absorption by these plants may be explained by the increased degree of Ca* 
saturation as Wlfcl&ndsr (19) stated! *In nomal soils the complex is prin¬ 
cipally saturated with Ca which has a greater replacing power as compared 
to that of some of the other exchangeable ions* As a consequence of the 
complementary ion principle and the effect exerted by the degree of saturation, 
Ca should become the more difficult to displace* the lower the Ca saturation.1* 
Factorials * 
Supplying X m 2C1 or K*bentoaite at the rate of 0*25 m*e« X per 100 
grams of soil produced ladino clover of desirable X content* while either 
RCl or JM>«atonite at the rate of 0*50 ®*e. X per 100 grant of soil produced 
forage much higher In X (well above 2 per cent), 
The highest yield wae produced by the treatment using b-2-0.50 nonex¬ 
changeable Ca-Hg and exchangeable X (table lb)* The use of nonexchangeable 
Ca-% with exchangeable X in a 2*1-0*50 rate and ratio also produced high 
yields, but a 2*1*0,25 rate and ratio did not give high yields* Although the 
Generally, yields of ladino clover were increased (as much as 2,000 
pounds per acre) when both dolomite and ealcite were added to those soils 
» * » 
which contained exchangeable Ga, Mg, and X as clay additions (table 13). 
The increased yield and the observation that the forage produced had a sore 
desirable composition, (an increase of approximately 0.4 per cent Ga and a 
similar decrease of X), leads to the conclusion that the soil of the clay 
series was not balanced in Ca, He, and X. However, the lower lime rate, 
1035 ealcite and 1833 dolomite, gave higher yields (1300 to 1500 pounds per 
acre more) than the high rate of lime, 2070 ealcite and 3665 dolomite. At 
the high lime rate X became a seriously limiting factor because doubling 
the exchangeable X supply Increased the yields (table 13). The increased Ga- 
absorption by these plants may be explained by the Increased degree of Ca- 
, : 1 • ' • ; . ’ » f '• 
saturation as Wiklander (19) stated* *In normal soils the complex is prin¬ 
cipally saturated with 0a which has a greater replacing power as compared 
to that of some of the other exchangeable ions* As a consequence of the 
complementary ion principle and the effect exerted by the degree of saturation, 
Ca should become the more difficult to displace, the lower the 0a saturation. * 
fafliMtola. 
Supplying X as EB1 or fe*bentonite at the sat© of 0.25 *■••* X per 100 
grams of soil produced ladino clover of desirable X content, while either 
XG1 or X-bentonite at the rate of 0.50 m.e, X per 100 grams of soil produced 
forage much higher in X (well above 2 per cent). 
fhe highest yield was produced by the treatment using 4-2-0.5G aonex- 
changeable Ga-Hg and exchangeable X (table 14). The use of nonexchangeable 
Oa-Mg with exchangeable X in a 2-1-0,50 rate and ratio also produced high 
yields, but a 2-1-0.25 rate and ratio did not give high yields. Although the 
0*25 »♦«* rate of X implied as KOI produced greeter yield# than the em& 
rate of K-beatonite, the rate of 0*50 ©*e, of X per 100 graas of soil sop- 
plied as KOI produced lower yields than X ae K-hentonite# when co©blned with 
either Ca-hentonite and %-bentonite or dolomite* In general, nonexcfa&ngeable 
Oa-4% produced ©ore forage than did exchangeable On-Hg, regardless of the 
G+** rate and the r&te and fora of X. 
fable 13 
The yields of ladlao clover resulting fro» adding dolomite and calclte to' 
Merrimac fin© sandy loo® which contained known amounts of exchangeable Co, 
Kg, and X, compared to the yields without the addition of lie© 
treatment 
Ho* 
Exchangeable cation* 
®*e« per 100 g©*» 
of soil 
■ liming material 
added 
(lbs. ner acre) 
fatal yield ©f four 
cuttings (lbt* per A*) 
* * 0a H* Z Oalcite Dolomite 
32 2*0 1.0 0.25 1035 1833 8,924 <6,450)* 
33 2*0 1*0 0*25 2070 3665 7,624 
34 2.0 1,0 0,50 1035 1633 10,498 (8,277)* 
35 2,0 1.0 0*50 2070 3665 8fl64 
36 4.0 2*0 0.25 20?0 3665 8,291 <7,970)* 
37 4*0 2.0 0.50 2070 3665 9,985 <7,844)* 
•fields from treatments supplying exchangeable cations without additional 
Xl^e 
27 
*M* Ik 
The effect of various rates of ^unexchangeable ealoitie m& Colonltle lime¬ 
stone with exchangeable K bentonite and the effect of exchangeable Ca-% 
bentonite* with nenexchangeable KOI applied at different intervals to Kerrimne 
fine sandy loan on the total yield of ladino clever ia grans per pot4 the 
Bllliequiyaleets of Cat %t and 1 per 100 grans of dry m tterj and the total 
©illieqalvalcmts of Caf Kg, and & removed by three cuttings 
Treat- 
sent 
sue. per 100 greas of soil 
Tbm'yTeTa1 
dry matter 
. 
100 grras 
dry matter 
'^YoTaT- 
».«9fs 
removed 
Bo. Cn Rff t grams/pot 
3 . 2 exch 1 exoh 0.25 exoh 7.53 121.8 9.17 
24 2 exch 1 exoh 0.25 KOI 8.33 131.9 11.00 
27 2 noncxch 1 aoaoxch 0.25 exoh 8.7X 142.1 . 12.38 
32 2 nonsuch 1 noneroh 0,25 m 9.77 136.0 13.29 
4 2 exch 1 oxch 0.50 exoh 9.58 U$.2 13.89 
25 2 exoh 1 osah 0,50 m 7.23 168.3 12.16 
28 2 neaexch 1 neoexob 0*50 exoh 10.1? 136.2 13.79 
30 2 noaoxch 1 noneroh 0*50 »1 8.31 165.6 13.76 
7 4 exoh 2 exch 0*50 oxch 8.97 136.9 ■ 12.29 
26 4 exoh 2 exoh 0.50 KOI 8.93 159.0 15.20 
29 4 nonexch 2 naaexoh 0*50 exoh 11.65 , 152.0 17.73 
31 4 aonesch 2 aoaexch 0,50 KOI 9.08 170.7 15.52 
1 total of three cuttings 
2 m9a. of Ca, %t and X 
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of results 
The object of producing fors&e of desirable composition (M^t Ga 
and % with low X content) and reasonably high yields was accomplished in 
this experiment by use of dolomite and Kp and by the addition of calotte 
and dolomite to soil which had previously received applications of exchange¬ 
able 0a, Kg, and K* 
Treatments which failed to produce forage with desirable composition 
and reasonably high yields wert those which consisted of high amounts of 
KgO initially with Insufficient line, 0*50 ®,e* exchangeable K per 100 grams 
of soil without additional lime, and low applications of exchangeable bases* 
When the X was applied In one heavy initial amount or in two large 
applications, both the clay and lime series produced forage high In T in 
the first cutting (tables 1 and 2 appendix). This was explained by Bear 
and Prince (2) fro® the position of X in the electromotive series* They 
further stated that 1C decreased at 0a and Mg increased from the first to 
the last crops* In this experiment the sue* of 0a generally decreased 
sharply in the second cutting and recovered in the third and fourth cuttings* 
Magnesium showed a similar trend* The overall data, then, agrees with 
the composition data of Bear and Prince (2). This uptake of nutrients may 
be further explained by the relative nobility of the cations !C 0a Mg* 
Bear and Prince (2) suggested that *..,onee the supply of any given 
cation has become adequate to meet its specific functional need, any addi¬ 
tional quantity of it that may be absorbed by the plant is used only la 
i 
those more genera! cation functions.n These general cation functions would 
include buffer action in the cell sap, neutralisation of organic acids, 
and controlling the salt concentration in the plant* The uptake of more 
X than is required for its specific physiological functions within the 
2$ 
plant cans®# Ca and Kg to bo replaced* Since Ca and % are needed la 
greater quantities by dairy animals* a high X content Is undesirable in 
forage crops* 
Treatjaents which contained high Cft-Mg and low K with high yields each 
as 000 pounds of dolomite with 6C or 120 K^O initially and 60 or 120 It20 
after each cutting are those in which X is present la amounts which allow 
it to fulfill (or assume) its specific physiological function bnt not in 
such amounts as would cause its substitution for Ca and Hg as explained 
above by Bear and Prince* 
From the fact that aonenekaageable Ce-Kg-OO^ reduces the luxury ab¬ 
sorption of S more completely than exchangeable Ca-Mgf It must be assumed 
that these nonsxohnngeable cations effect a balancing Influence on the clay 
micelle preventing X uptake in sene manner or other# Also* they may be 
sore available or enough so that the uptake of Ca and % lowered X uptake 
in the forage* This may be the explanation for better composition and 
growth in those exchangeable soils which received additional applications 
of eelelte and dolomite# There seemed to be no similar tread in favor of 
either exchangeable or nonexohan&eable X* 
Some factors which influence the uptake of Caf Kg* and X by plants are* 
1* Soils high In B*B*Q* should supply e higher proportion of monovalent than 
divalent ions to the plant because the divalent Ions are held with greater 
energy than are the monovalent ions as the strength of the soil acidold 
(quantity) Is increased and vice versa* 
2. The sum of the cations approximates a constant* and decreasing one will 
cause an Increase in the others# 
3* A high Co-saturation on the clay micelle should allow Ca to be replaced 
ift 
30 
by sons other cations, thus promoting Ca uptake by the plants* The 
ease is true for % and K, but to a lesser degree* 
4* The absorption of Ca, Hg, and K depend* partly on the mtore of the 
complementary ions* 
5* The relative mobility or ionio activities and position in the electro* 
motive series of the cations, K} Ca]> %, enhances X uptake by plants* 
6* Koaexohangeablc Ca~% as dolomite represses T uptake acre effectively 
than exchangeable 0a*Hg, especially when Initially present in high 
amounts* 
7. There seems to be an indication that a Ca*&g ratio of 1*1 (dolomite) 
is to be preferred to a 2*1 Ca-Mg ratio (clay soils)* Compare figure 1 
with figures 2 and 3 and table 7 with 10* 
Comparing the composition of ladino clover grown on exchangeable end 
nonexchangeable soils from a cation constancy standpoint shows that the 
line series did not deviate from the normal so much as did the clay series* 
The cation ©urn included only Oa, Hg, and X* Wallace et al (17) included 
la and found that from 632 determinations for alfalfa the average ms 150*0* 
Comparing this figure with the averages found for ladino clover, 137*2 In 
the cloy series (table ?) and 170*3 in the line series (table 10) showed 
that the uptake of nutrients by la&lso clover and alfalfa Is similar* Trm 
the work of Marshall (8) and fro® the data of this experiment it must be 
* 
assumed that the Van Ztallle (20,21) constancy of cations is applicable to 
average soil fertility but can be changed by extreme variations in the 
« .• i- . ■ • i 
ratio of exchangeable and nonexchangeable Ca, Kg, and I applications to the 
soil* 
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SQMHASOf MB COKCLBSIOHS 
A greenhouse pot experiment using Mevrlsao fine sandy loam w&® 
conducted* $*he effects of various rates and ratios of exchangeable 
and noniixohangoable Ca§ Mgf and It on yield tmd quality of l&dlno clover 
were investigated* Also* the effect© of various rates and ratios of non- 
exchangeable Ca~Hg with exchangeable % and exchangeable Oa-% with noiw 
exchangeable t applied at different tines were studied* the data obtained 
in this exp ©risen! suggest the following conclusions { 
1* Dolomltic limestone applied to the soil used has been shown 
to better the composition (reducing luxury consumption of K 
and Increasing Ga and Mg uptake) and Increase the yield of 
ladino clover when it is balanced with K* this balance was 
accomplished by the use oft 
a* High rate# of dolos&tic limestone (12*000 pounds per acre) 
with high rate# of K 0 (120 pounds JLO per acre initially 
2 
and 12C pounds E^O per acre after each cutting). 
b. Smaller rate# of dolors 1 tic limestone (6f0OO pound® per 
1 
acre) with small* frequent applications of K^O (60 or 
120 pounds KgO per acre initially and 60 or 120 pounds 
per acre K^O after each cutting.) 
c. Heavy rate© of dolomitic limestone (12*000 pounds per acre) 
with infrequent applications of XgO (2kO pounds per acre 
%2q initially and 2MO pounds per acre K^Q after second 
cutting)* 
32 
F©ra*« produced with 12,000 dolomite and 240 X 0 initially and 
2 
240 Kg0 after the second cutting removed 15 per cent lets K than 
that produced with 6,000 dolomite at the same K^O rate* 
2* The greatest yield wae harvested fron the highest exchangeable treat- 
aante, bat, with the exception of 4-2-0,125 Ca-Mg-K ratio, these 
treatments produced forage too low in Oa and Mg and too hi# in K 
content, 
3. Those soils which received both exchangeable and nonexohangeable appli¬ 
cations (as Ca-Kg-K in rates and ratios of 2-1-0,25# 2-1-0,50# 
4-2-0,25, 4-2-0,50, and 3,000 and 6,000 pounds of dolomite and calelte) 
produced hi# yields of forage containing a hi# content of Ca and Kg 
with a lew K content, 
4, With exception of the first cutting, calotte spoiled to the soil need 
produced as good yield as dolomite. However, the composition was 
considered undesirable since the forage contained a hi# content of X 
and low Hg. This fact would not be apparent to farmers as the plants 
showed little variation in appearance throughout this experiment, 
5# l*lants exhibited the usual cation-equivalent constancy and decreased 
X content with increased Oa-Kg applications, 
6, the Influence of base exchange capacity on the absorption of Ca, 
Kg, and & by India© clover was shown to be« 
a* Higher base exchange capacity increased the X and decreased 
the Ga-Hg content of the forage, 
b, tower base exchange capacity decreased the X and increased 
the Ga-% content of the forage. 
7, With this soil a Ca-Kg ratio of 1-1 (dolomite) generally produced 
33 
* 
higher yields than did a 2-1 ratio, l*e, clay series, clay plus 
additional lino, and factorials, 
8* Tre&taents which failed to produce forage of desirable composition 
* * 
(high Ca end % with low t content) and reasonably high yields wore 
9 
those which consisted of high amounts of K^O initially with insuf¬ 
ficient lias* 0.50 a,e, exchangeable K without additional line, and 
low applications of exchangeable bases* 
• • 
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the c«apo*ttioEi of ladino clover in percentage* of Cat Kg* and It the ©1111- 
e^ulvalent* of Ca# Kg, m& X per 100 gran* of dry natter t end the weight in gras* 
per pot for the clay eerie* for each cutting. 
Sreatoeat 
Bo. ;S 
let cut 
©9*. Pnd * cut 3r4«rt f sue. 
, * 
4th cut 
©,e* 
1 1*86 72.8 1.56 77.8 2.33 116.3 2.33 116.3 
2 1.26 62.9 1.0? 53.4 1.54 76.8 1.48 69.9 
3 I.27 63.4 0.86 42.9 1.19 59.4 1.22 60.9 
4 0.91 45.4 0.70 34.9 0.86 42.9 0.95 4?.4 
5 i.4? 73.4 1.09 54.4 1.4? 73.4 1.39 69.4 
6 1.37 68.4 1.01 50.4 1.34 66,9 1.33 66.4 
7 1.12 55.9 0.75 37.4 0.66 23*0 1.06 52.9 
8 1.39 69.4 1.04 51.9 0.?6 37.9 1.11 55.4 
9 1.28 63-9 0.79 39.4 0.96 47.9 1.10 54,9 
1UQSBSHBI 
1 0*19 15.6 0.15 12.3 0.12 9.9 0.12 9.9 
2 0,42 34.5 0.38 31.2 o.6l 50.1 0.64 52.6 
3 0.43 35.4 0.37 30.4 0.55 45.2 0.60 49.3 
4 0,41 33*7 0.38 31*2 0.50 41,1 0.45 37.0 
5 0.45 39*0 0*39 32.1 0.58 47.7 0.60 49.3 
6 0.45 39.0 0.39 32.1 0*60 49.3 0.63 51.8 
7 0.41 33*7 0.38 31.2 0.4? 38.7 0.49 40.3 
8 0.43 35.4 0.34 28.0 0,48 39.5 0.49 40.3 
9 O.ftO 32.9 0.21 17.3 0,44 36.2 
* . 
0.45 39.0 
1 0*91 23.3 0.68 17.4 0.4? 12,0 0,39 10*0 
2 1.04 26.6 0.70 17*9 0.39 10.0 0.38 9.7 
3 1.78 45.5 1.42 36.3 1.16 29.7 0.98 25.1 
4 2*90 74.2 2.52 64.4 2.56 65.5 1.99 50.9 
5 1.99 50.9 1.10 28.1 0.8© 20,5 o,55 14.1 
* 2.57 65.7 1.34 47.1 1*31 33.5 0.99 25.3 
7 2.81 71*9 2.63 67.3 2.42 62.1 1.18 30.2 
8 2,88 73.2 2.86 68.0 2,08 53.2 2.00 51.2 
9 2,44 62.4 2.57 66.0 2.35 60.1 1.90 43.6 
Yield clay eerie* is gram# per pet 
total 
1 2*24 1,62 1,41 I.23 6.50 
2 2.57 2.34 1*91 1.75 8.5? 
3 2.77 2.36 2.39 2*12 9.64 
4 3.33 2.67 3.57 2*86 12.43 
5 3.29 3.64 3,33 3.05 13.31 
6 2.90 2.69 3.12 3.16 11.95 
7 3.22 2.85 2*90 2.79 11.76 
8 3.57 4*14 4.66 3.71 16.08 
9 4.1? 4.32 5.53 3,49 17.51 
35 
um mam 
£he composition of ladino clover in percentages of Ca# %t and X; the mill!- 
equivalents of Co, }%, and E per 100 grim* of dry matter; and the weight In 
grocie per pot; for the lime series for each cutting. 
calc™ 
Treatment 1st cut 2nd out 3rd cut 4th out 
Ho# $ sue* $ ©.a. $ rue* $ sue. 
10 1.89 96.3 1.31 65.3 1.88 93.8 1.79 89.3 
17 1.56 76.7 1*11 55.2 1.66 8 2*6 1.60 69.6 
11 1.85 92.3 1.36 67.9 1.78 88*8 2.08 137.9 
15 1.66. 62*6 1.21 66.3 1.78 88.8 1.85 92.3 
16 1.67 73.5 1.28 66.0 1.68 76.2 1.53 76.5 
16 1.55 77.5 1.63 71.5 1.30 65.0 1.60 70.0 
17 1.57 78.5 1.48 76.0 1.56 77.0 1.65 82.5 
23 1.9? 98.3 1*93 96.1 2.33 116.3 2.31 115.3 
12 1.71 85.3 1.36 67.9 1.72 85.8 1.37 68.6 
14 1.62 80*8 1.33 86*4 1.70 84*8 1.39 69.6 
13 1.95 97.3 1.38 68.9 1.89 96.3 1.51 75.3 
20 1.66 81*8 1.31 65.6 1*62 80.4 1.36 66,9 
21 1.68 83.8 1.38 68*9 1.72 85.8 1.59 79.3 
22 1.83 91.3 1.37 66*4 1.63 aw 1*44 71.9 
smaam 
2**ataeat let out 2nd out 3rd cut 4tfc cut 
s»* £ $ »•«• 5 tt.fe, # &•«. 
10 0.48 39.5 o.*e 
i? 0.42 3*.2 o.35 
n 0.53 *3.3 0.*7 
15 0.54 **.7 0.42 
l6 o.51 *2.1 0.44 
18 0.53 43.8 0.*7 
19 0.5* **.3 0.51 
23 0*11 9.0 0.08 
12 0.51 *1.6 0.*? 
14 0.50 41.3 0.*7 
13 0.56 *6.0 0.52 
20 0.52 43.0 0.5© 
21 0,60 *9.2 0.*9 
22 0.55 45.4 0.50 
3*.a 0.65 53.5 0.68 55.7 
29.0 0.58 *7.6 0.51 41.8 
38.9 0.78 64.1 0.79 65.0 
35.7 0.73 60.0 0.67 55.0 
35.8 0.6? 55.0 o.6l 50.0 
38.* 0.6? 56.8 0.63 51.8 
*1.9 0.80 65.8 0.81 66.8 
6.2 0.10 7.2 O.O? 5.1 
38.5 0.71 58.4 0.67 55.1 
38.* 0*65 53.5 0.58 *7.3 
*3.0 0.84 69.1 0.77 62.9 
*0.8 0.78 63.7 0.5* **.7 
*0.5 0.80 65.8 0.75 61.3 
41.4 0.7* 60.9 0.69 57.0 
37 
mm$m 
Treats**at let cut 2nd cut 3rd cut 4th cat 
He* $ ».e. $ cue. {5 »»9. $ ».«♦ 
10 0.76 19.4 ■ 1.24 31.7 0.73 IS.? 0,46 u.8 
1? 2.38 61.0 2.32 59.4 2.65 67,8 2.57 65.7 
11 0.79 20.2 1.35 34.5 0.72 18.4 6.63 16.1 
15 2.49 63.7 2.33 J8.7 1.84 47.1 2.15 54.9 
1$ 2.60 66.5 2.41 61.6 2.40 61.5 2,05 52,5 
IB 1.98 50.6 1.75 .44.9 2.2? 58.1 1.81 46.4 
19 1.86 47.6 1.62 41.5 • 2.26 58.0 2.14 54.9 
23 2.34 59.9 1.90 48,5 2.55 65.2 2.35 60.1 
12 1.00 20.2 1.51 31.2 1.0? 34.5 1.8? 32.0 
14 1.34 34.3 2.20 56.3 1.70 43.5 1.69 43.2 
13 0.79 20.2 1.22 31.2 1.35 34.5 1.25 32.0 
20 1.13 28,9 2.09 53.5 1.85 47.3 2.16 55.2 
21 1.12 28.6 1.47 37.6 1.77 45.3 2.12 54.2 
22 1.04 26.6 1.99 50.9 1.70 43.5 1.95 49.9 
WIPHO 
3S 
Yield 11*# torieo 1* $**»• p«r pot 
SSTeataeat 
So. 
lot out 2nd cot 3rd eat 4th oat Yetal 
10 3.03 3.10 2.95 2.63 tun 
u 2*50 2.36 7*31 2.22 9.39 
12 3.61 3.16 3.70 3.90 16.15 
13 3.08 2.97 3.67 3.65 12*97 
14 3.52 3.60 3.91 6.31 15.36 
13 3.52 3.12 3.98 3.56 16.16 
16 3.07 3.20 3.99 3.68 13.96 
17 2.96 2.62 2*88 3.05 11.31 
IS 3.12 3.37 3.97 3.98 11.39 
19 3.51 3.01 3.66 3.20 13.16 
£0 3.00 3.79 6.11 4.27 16.6? 
a 3.07 3.53 , 6.18 3.57 16.75 
2* 2.96 3.36 4# £6 6.16 16.72 
*3 2.16 3.26 . 3.87 6.15 13.62 
* * 
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